
NAVAL KINDERGARTEN, NAUSENABAUGH
VISAKHAPATNAM

ACTIVITY REPORT         FOR THE         MONTH         OF NOVEMBER         2021  

1.     LANTERN     MAKING ACTIVITY  

CHILDREN         PROUDLY         HOLDING         THEIR         HAND-   MADE     LANTERNS         
HANGING     HIGH     AND     BRIGHT.   (LKG) 

CHILDREN         PROUDLY         HOLDING         THEIR         HAND-   MADE     LANTERNS         
HANGING     HIGH     AND     BRIGHT.   (UKG)



Diwali is the festival of lights, it not only builds excitement among children but it also connects
them to their traditional and cultural values. In view of the above and to get children involved
in decorating their houses on Diwali, a live class was taken up to explain making of lanterns.
A video too was posted to  all  the class groups of KG NSB on 1st November 2021.The
teacher Mrs. Pooja through a video explained & demonstrated the activity in a step by step

process and children were encouraged to do this activity at home under parental guidance.

2.     DEEPAVALI         SPECIAL         ASSEMBLY  

        

Diwali also known as Deepawali is one of India’s biggest festivals. It is a festival of lights and
Hindus celebrate it with joy. During this festival, people light up their houses and shops
with Diyas. They worship Lord Ganesha for welfare and Goddess Lakshmi for wealth and
wisdom.
On 4th November, a video on Diwali celebration was posted to all the class groups of NKG
NSB. The teacher in-charge Mrs. Reena Yadav through the video explained all the customs
and  traditions associated with the celebrations of Diwali like lighting Diyas, decorating
houses, making Rangoli & bursting crackers etc. She emphasized that we should not burst
crackers and pollute the environment rather we should have eco-friendly Diwali. This was
followed by a beautiful story of Diwali (the return of Lord Rama from 14 years of
exile). A mesmerising dance performance on song Deepawali  Aayi  Re was an added
feature  to  the  video.  A “Thank you”  note  was sent  to  the  parents  for  their  support  and
cooperation.



3.     DIYA     PASTING     ACTIVITY  

      

As the festival of Diwali is around, it is important to teach children about the deep
significance of Diyas which are symbolic of our journey to enlightenment.

In view of the same, Diya pasting activity was taught to children. This activity for kids is a fun
activity that helps in developing their fine motor skills and creative thinking. A colorful video
on  Diya pasting activity was posted to all the class groups of NKG NSB on 3rd
November 2021. The teacher in charge Mrs. Pooja explained & demonstrated the activity
in a simple step by step process. Later children were encouraged to do the activity at
home.



4.     AAZADI     KA     AMRIT     MAHOTSAV  

       



         

        

         

NKG, NSB has been a part of the Azadi Ka Amrut Mahotsav celebrations and has been
hosting events in full gallore. The latest event conducted under the guidance of esteemed
headmistress, Mrs. Swati Adak, was a cleanliness drive on 23rd October 2021. The teachers
of Naval Kindergarten, Nausenabaugh teamed up to clean the school and the school was
cleaned with strict adherence to Covid protocols. The cleanup started early in the morning
and lasted for 2 hours.

Caught up in the enthusiasm, the teachers also decided to put a friendly foot forward and
continued the cleanliness drive at RishiKonda Beach, Visakhapatnam.
The compiled video by the teacher-in-charge Mrs. Bharti Shivani was posted to all the class
groups of NKG, NSB on 8th November 2021. This initiative was taken up in order to instill the

feeling of ‘Cleanliness next to Godliness’ in the little kindergarteners.

5.     ROSE     COLOURING     ACTIVITY  



          

Colouring activity helps children develop important skills like eye- hand coordination,
colour concepts, picture comprehension.

A video on “Rose Colouring Activity” was posted to all the classes of NKG NSB on 13th
November 2021. The teacher in-charge Mrs. Puja explained the aim behind the activity. She
explained  that Pandit  Jawaharlal  Nehru  was fond  of  children  and  roses.  The teacher
demonstrated the activity in a simple, easy to learn process.

6.     CHILDREN’S     DAY     CELEBRATIONS  

CHILDREN’S DAY WISHES AND MESSAGE TO CHILDREN BY
HEADMISTRESS MRS. SWATI ADAK, NKG NSB



          

     DANCE PERFORMANCE BY        TEACHERS

      

      TEACHER DRESSED UP AS        CHACHA NEHRU
Children’s day is celebrated on November 14, on the birth anniversary of Jawaharlal Nehru in
schools across the country. Children’s Day is celebrated on his birthday because of his
endless love & affection for  children.  The Pandemic has brought about  a  change in  the
celebrations of Children's Day in 2021. This year’s celebration was very special as it was

celebrated virtually. On 14th November, a beautiful video on Children’s Day celebration
was presented to all the class groups of NKG NSB. The teacher in-charge Mrs. Reena
Yadav explained that this day is celebrated all over the world to cherish and adore the
innocence of  children.  To  make  children feel  special,  various  activities  were planned &
presented. The video began with a lovely message from Chacha Nehru (the teacher
dressed as the character). The special feature of the video was teachers dance performance
for their  little  ones.  The  icing  on  the  cake  was  the  heart  touching message by the
Headmistress for all our kindergarteners.



7.     GURUNANAK     JAYANTI     CELEBRATIONS      

Guru Nanak Jayanti  is  one of  the  most  prominent  festivals  of  the Sikh  community.  It  is
observed as the birthday of the first of their guru’s, Guru Nanak…The founder of Sikhism
who laid emphasis on  the  concept  of  oneness  in  God  &  the  significance  of  a  guru  in
everybody’s life.

On this special occasion, a video was posted to all the class groups of NKG NSB on
19th November 2021. The teacher in charge Mrs. Anita Bisht described the special day,
as the birthday of the first of their guru’s, Guru Nanak. She explained how Guru Purab is
celebrated in our country which lasts for two days. The special feature of the video was the
important facts shared about Guru Nanak Jayanti & beautiful dance performance by our little
kindergarteners.

8.      STUDENT             TEACHER       INTERACTION             -         12TH       NOVEMBER 

2021

A)         ENGLISH         STORY         TELLING         ACTIVITY         PRELIMINARY   ROUND



The first student-teacher interaction session for November was conducted on 12th November
through MS Teams meeting. This session was specifically planned for conducting the CCA
English Story Telling Activity Preliminary round. The session was divided into slots and each
slot was short and crisps and students followed all the instructions correctly. The students
were called individually and were encouraged to say the story they had prepared for the
session. The session was conducted smoothly and children also enjoyed participating in
the activity. Subsequently, the short-listed students were told to prepare for final rounds on
19th November 2021.

B ) LKG     HINDI     SCAVENGER     HUNT     ACTIVITY  

After the English Story Telling Preliminary round, Hindi Scavenger Hunt Activity was held to
revise Hindi Swar. Children thoroughly enjoyed and participated actively running around the
house to get the items which they were told to get.

C )       UKG         -         WORLD         OF         ANIMALS  



A video was shown on the topic - The World of Animals. The main objective was to discuss
whether the animal lives on land or in water and Can it survive both on land and water.
The teachers also explained that frogs have webbed feet.

Later, children were asked questions relate to the video and were also asked to pretend to
be that animal and hop ( frog ), swim ( fish ) and fly (eagle).

9.     STUDENT         TEACHER         INTERACTION         -         19TH         NOVEMBER   2021

A ) LKG     -     ART     ATTACK     ACTIVITY  

The  second  student  teacher  interaction  session  for  the  month  was conducted  on  19th
November 2021, Friday, on MS Teams. The session was very interesting this time as the
teachers had planned on Art Attack activity for the children. Children were excited and were
ready with the material in hand. During the session, they were explained about the magic of
mixing primary colours. Not only were they all excited to mix the colours, but surprisingly,
they also came up with cute artwork.

B ) UKG         -         MODE         OF         TRANSPORT  



A video was shown on the topic - different modes of transport. The objective was that
students should be able to name the different modes of transport. Teachers asked students
various questions related to transport. 

1. Why do we use transport?

2.  How do they go to meet their grandparents who are far away from them?

C ) ENGLISH     STORY     TELLING     FINAL  

                                                



The sixth CCA Activity- English Story Telling Activity (Preliminary Round) for both LKG and

UKG students was conducted on MS Teams on 19th November 2021. The parents were
briefed on all the important aspects of the Activity in advance through a detailed circular.
The Link to join the meeting was sent one day prior to the activity so that the parents could
check if its functioning properly or not. The activity went smoothly and children

enthusiastically participated in the activity.

10. STUDENT TEACHER       INTERACTION      -  26TH       

NOVEMBER2021

A ) COMBINED         FRUIT         CHAAT         ACTIVITY         BY         PARENTS   AND STUDENTS



Life Skill  Activity helps children build self-confidence, encourage critical thinking & foster
independence. Fruit Chaat Activity is one of the important Life Skill Activity that teaches
children to take care of their health.

The  teachers  explained  children  about  the  benefits  of  having  fruits everyday  and
demonstrated the activity in a step by step process. The nutritional value and importance of
each fruit was explained to them in detail.

Children were encourage to try this activity with their parents. The added attraction was a
chef cap and apron for the little chefs. Later they had a fruit chaat party along with their
teachers and all the kids were thrilled.

             (Mrs. Swati Adak)
                   Headmistress

                    NKG, NSB (V)

                         Dec 2021
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